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The conservation of an overall view of the analysis is achieved through the use of a communication mechanism between the maps, which is itself based on Bayesian inference [1] . The advantage of the multi-viewpoint analysis provided by MultiSOM as compared to the global analysis provided by SOM [11] [12] has been clearly demonstrated for precise mining tasks like patent analysis [19] . Another important mechanism provided by the MultiSOM model is its on-line generalization mechanism that can be used to tune the level of precision of the analysis. Furthermore, using free topology clustering methods like the method of the Neural Gas family [23] or those of the K-means family [22] as a new basis, we have proposed in [2] to extent the MultiSOM model into a more general multi-viewpoint and multi-level clustering paradigm, named Multi-Viewpoints Data Analysis (MVDA). The main advantage of the new MDVA paradigm it that it can imbed various clustering methods which might well prove more efficient than SOM model for classification tasks where explicit visualization of the clustering results is not required. Hence, thanks to the loss of topographic constraints as compared to SOM, the free topology clustering methods, like K-means, Neural Gas or its extensions, like Growing Neural Gas (GNG) [7] , Incremental Growing Neural Gas (IGNG) [26] , or Improved Incremental Growing Neural Gas (I 2 GNG) [9] , tends to better represent the structure of the data, yielding generally better clustering results [2] . In this chapter we will propose a new approach for knowledge extraction that consists in using the MVDA paradigm as a front-end for efficiently extracting association rules in the context large datasets constituted by high-dimensional data. In our approach we exploit both the generalization and the intercommunication mechanisms of our new paradigm. We also make use of our original recall and precision measures that derive from the Galois lattice theory and from Information Retrieval (IR) domains. The first introduces the notion of association rules. The second section presents the MVDA model. The third section gives an overview of the specific clustering quality criteria that are used in our approach. The fourth section presents the rule extraction principles based both on the MVDA model and on the formerly presented quality criteria. The experiment that is presented on the last section shows how our method can be used both to control the rules inflation that is inherent to symbolic methods and for extracting the most significant rules.
The symbolic model and association rules extraction
The symbolic approach to Database Contents Analysis is mostly based on the Galois lattice model [30] . A Galois lattice, L(D,P), is a conceptual hierarchy built on a set of data D which are described by a set of properties P also called the intention (Intent) of the concept of the lattice. A class of the hierarchy, also called a "formal concept", is defined as a pair C= (d,p) where d denotes the extension (Extent) of the concept, i.e. a subset of D, and p denotes the intention of the concept, i.e. a subset of P. The lattice structure implies that it exists a partial order on a lattice such that:
Association rules are one of the basic types of knowledge that can be extracted from large databases. Given a database, the problem of mining association rules consists in generating all association rules that have some user-specified minimum support and confidence. [28] shows that a subset of association rules can be obtained by following the direct links of heritage between the concepts in the Galois lattice. Even if no satisfactory solution regarding the rule computation time have been found, an attempt to solve the rule selection problem by combining rules evaluation measures is described in [3] .
The MVDA model
In [13] [14], Lamirel and al. firstly introduced the dynamic cooperation between clustering models in the context of information retrieval. This new approach has been originally used for analyzing the relevance of user's queries regarding the documentary database contents. It represents a major amelioration of the basic clustering approach. From a practical point of view, the MultiView Data Analysis paradigm (MVDA), introduces the use of viewpoints associated with the one of unsupervised Bayesian reasoning in the clustering process. Its main advantage is to be a generic paradigm that can be applied to any clustering method and that permits to enhance the quality and the granularity of data analysis while suppressing the noise that is inherent to a global approach. The principle of the MVDA paradigm is thus to be constituted by several clustering models which have been generated from the same data or even from data that share the same overall description space. Each model is issued from a specific viewpoint and can be generated by any clustering method. The relation between the models is established through the use of an inter-models communication mechanism relying itself on unsupervised Bayesian reasoning.
The inter-models communication mechanism enables to highlight semantic relationships between different topics (i.e. clusters) belonging to different viewpoints related to the same data or even to the same data description space. In the MDVA context, this communication is based on the use of the information that can be shared by the different clustering models, like data associated to clusters or labels associated to their descriptions (see Fig. 1 ).
The inter-models communication is established by standard Bayesian inference network propagation algorithm which is used to compute the posterior probabilities of target model's nodes (i.e. clusters) T k which inherited of the activity (evidence Q) transmitted by their associated data or descriptor nodes. This computation can be carried out efficiently because of the specific Bayesian inference network topology that is associated to the set of models by the MVDA paradigm [1] . Hence, it is possible to compute the probability P(ac m t|t k ,Q) for an activity of modality act m on the model node t k which is inherited from activities generated on the source model. This computation is achieved as follows: The relation between maps is established through the use of two main mechanisms: the inter-maps communication mechanism presented formerly and the generalization mechanism that we present hereafter. The main roles of the MVDA generalization mechanism are both to evaluate the coherency of the topics that have been computed on an original clustering model and to summarize the contents of this later into more generic topics with the advantage of avoiding applying any further learning process. Our generalization mechanism [2] creates its specific link structure www.intechopen.com in which each node of a given level is linked to its 2-nearest neighbours (see Fig. 2 ). For each new level node n the following description vector computation applies:
where V n M represents the 2-nearest neighbour nodes of the node n on the level M associated to the cluster n of the new generated level M+1. After description vectors computation, the repeated nodes of the new level (i.e. the nodes of the new level that share the same description vector) are summarized into a single node. Our generalization mechanism can be considered as an implicit and distributed form of a hierarchical clustering method based on neighbourhood reciprocity [21] . Existing clustering algorithms, such as growing hierarchical self-organizing map (GHSOM) [24] , represents a dynamically growing architecture which evolves into a descending hierarchical structure. Nevertheless, the weak point of such methods is to isolate lower level models without regards to their potential links with the other levels. As opposed, our generalization method has the advantage of preserving the original neighbourhood structure between nodes on the new generated levels. Moreover, we have shown in [2] that this method produces more homogeneous results than the classical training approach which should be repeated at each level, while significantly reducing time consumption. Lastly, the inter-model communication mechanism presented in the former section can be used on a given viewpoint between a clustering model and its generalizations as soon as they share the same projected data.
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The MVDA paradigm has been chosen as one of the two reference approaches of the IST-EISCTES European project [6] . Its most recent version has opened new perspectives for automatic link analysis in webometrics by allowing to automatically combining referencing and textual information [18] . In section 4, we show this model can be exploited for efficient rule extraction. Our association rule extraction approach makes use of this model in combination with specific clustering quality indexes that we present in the next section.
Quality of classification model
When anyone aims at comparing clustering methods, or even evaluating clustering results, he will be faced with the problem of choice of reliable clustering quality indexes. The classical evaluation indexes for the clustering quality are based on the intra-cluster inertia and the intercluster inertia [4] [5] [21] . Thanks to these two indexes, a clustering result is considered as good if it possesses low intra-cluster inertia as compared to its inter-cluster inertia. However, as it has been shown in [17] , the distance based indexes are often strongly biased 2 and highly dependent on the clustering method. They cannot thus be easily used for comparing different methods, or even different clustering results issued from data whose description spaces have different sizes. Moreover, as it has been also shown in [Ka], they are often properly unable to identify an optimal clustering model whenever the dataset is constituted by complex data that must be represented in a both highly multidimensional and sparse description space, as it is often the case with textual data. To cope with such problems, our own approach takes its inspiration both from the behavior of symbolic classifiers and from the evaluation principles used in Information Retrieval. Our Recall/Precision and F-measures indexes exploit the properties of the data associated to each cluster after the clustering process without prior consideration of clusters profiles [17] . Their main advantage is thus to be independent of the clustering methods and of their operating mode. In IR, the Recall R represents the ratio between the number of relevant documents which have been returned by an IR system for a given query and the total number of relevant documents which should have been found in the documentary database [27] . The Precision P represents the ratio between the number of relevant documents which have been returned by an IR system for a given query and the total number of documents returned for the said query. Recall and Precision generally behave in an antagonist way: as Recall increases, Precision decreases, and conversely. The F function has thus been proposed in order to highlight the best compromise between these two values [29] .
It is given by:
Based on the same principles, the Recall and Precision quality indexes which we introduce hereafter evaluate the quality of a clustering method in an unsupervised way 3 by measuring the relevance of the clusters content in terms of shared properties. In our further descriptions, a cluster's content is supposed to be represented by the data associated with this latter after the clustering process and the descriptors (i.e. the properties) of the data are supposed to be weighted by values within the range [0,1]. Let us consider a set of clusters C resulting from a clustering method applied on a set of data D, the local Recall (Rec) and Precision (Prec) indexes for a given property p of the cluster c can be expressed as:
where the notation X * p represents the restriction of the set X to the set members having the property p. Fig. 3 illustrates the basic principle of the new unsupervised Recall and Precision indexes that have been formerly presented. Then, for estimating the overall clustering quality, the averaged Recall (R) and Precision (P) indexes can be expressed as: where S c is the set of properties which are peculiar to the cluster c that is described as:
where C represents the peculiar set of clusters extracted from the clusters of C, which verifies:
and: averaged Recall and Precision reach the unity value, the peculiar set of clusters C represents a Galois lattice. Therefore, the combination of this two measures enables to evaluate to what extent a numerical clustering model can be assimilated to a Galois lattice natural classifier. The stability of our Quality criteria has also been demonstrated in [20] .
Macro-Recall and Macro-Precision indexes defined by (Eq. 5) can be considered as cluster-oriented measures because they provide average values of Recall and Precision for each cluster. They have opposite behaviors according to the number of clusters. Thus, these indexes permit to estimate in a global way an optimal number of clusters for a given method and a given dataset. The best data partition, or clustering result, is in this case the one which minimizes the difference between their values (see Fig. 4 ). 
Rules extraction from a MultiGAS model
An elaborated unsupervised clustering model, like a MultiGAS model, which represents itself an extension of the Neural Gas model relying on the MDVA paradigm, is a natural candidate to cope with the related problems of rule inflation, rule selection and computation time that are inherent to symbolic methods. Hence, its synthesis capabilities that can be used both for reducing the number of rules and for extracting the most significant ones. In the knowledge extraction task, the generalization mechanism can be specifically used for controlling the number of extracted association rules. The intercommunication mechanism will be useful for highlighting association rules figuring out relationships between topics belonging to different viewpoints.
Rules extraction by the generalization mechanism
We will rely on our local cluster quality criteria (see Eq. 4) for extracting rules from the classes of the original gas and its generalizations. For a given class c, the general form of the extraction algorithm (A1) follows:
where Prec and Rec respectively represent the local Precision and Recall measures, Extent(p) represents the extension of the property p (i.e. the list of data to which the property p is associated), and P c * represent the set of peculiar properties of the class c. The optional step 4) (*) can be used for extracting extended rules. For extended rules, the constraint of peculiarity is not applied to the most general property. Hence, the extension of this latter property can include data being outside of the scope of the current class c.
Rules extraction by the inter-gas communication mechanism
A complementary extraction strategy consists in making use of the extraction algorithm in combination with the principle of communication between viewpoints for extracting rules. The general form of the extraction algorithm (A2) between two viewpoints v 1 and v 2 will be:
where Test_Rule_Type procedure is expressed as: 
Experimental results
Our test database is a database of 1000 patents that has been used in some of our preceding experiments [19] . For the viewpoint-oriented approach the structure of the patents has been parsed in order to extract four different subfields corresponding to four different viewpoints: Use, Advantages, Patentees and Titles. As it is full text, the content of the textual fields of the patents associated with the different viewpoints is parsed by a standard lexicographic analyzer www.intechopen.com
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in order to extract viewpoint specific indexes. The obtained indexes are then normalized by an expert of the patent domain. Table 1 summarizes the results of the indexing phase. Each of our experiments is initiated with optimal gases generated by means of an optimization algorithm based on our quality criteria [17] (see also Fig. 4) . In a first step, original optimal gases are generated for all the viewpoints. In a second step, generalized gases are generated for each viewpoint by applying successive steps of generalization on the original optimal gases. The results of these two steps are summarized in Table 2 .
Our first experiment consists in extracting rules from each single viewpoint. Both the original gases and their generalizations are used for extracting the rules. The algorithm is first used without its optional step, and a second time including this step (for more details, see Algorithm A1). The overall results of rule extraction are presented in Table 3 . Some examples of extracted rules related to each viewpoint are given hereafter: Table 1 . Summary of the patent indexation process. Some remarks must be made concerning the results shown in this table.
(1). The index count of the Titles field is significantly higher than the other ones. Indeed, the information contained in the patent titles is both of higher sparseness and of higher diversity than in the Use and Advantages fields. (2) The number of final patentees has been significantly reduced by grouping the small companies in the same general index. (3) Only 62% of the patents have aN Advantages field, and 75% an Use field. Consequently, some of the patents will not be indexed for these viewpoints. Table 2 . Summary of the gas generation process. For all viewpoints, the generalization limit has been fixed to levels that have more than 10 neurons. Hence, for a given viewpoint, the number of generalization levels depends both on the initial count of neurons of its associated optimal gas and on the homogeneity of the data distribution relatively to this viewpoint.
Generalized levels
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For evaluating the complexity of our algorithm based on a numerical approach, as compared to a symbolic approach, we use following efficiency factor (EF) computation:
where RC=rules count, MRC=maximum rules count (symbolic), LC=loops count, MLC=maximum loop count (symbolic). A global summary of the results is given in Table 3 . Said table includes a comparison of our extraction algorithm with a standard symbolic rule extraction method as regards to the amount of extracted rules. In single viewpoint experiment, when our extraction algorithm is used with its optional step, it is able to extract a significant ratio of the rules that can be extracted by a classical symbolic model basically using a combinatory approach. In some case, such as the Patentees viewpoint, all the rules of 100% confidence can be extracted from a single level of the gas (see Fig. 9 ). Alternatively, as in the case of the Use viewpoint, the combination of gas levels of the same viewpoint can be used for extracting all the rules of 100% confidence (see Table 3 and Fig. 6 ). The worse extraction performance is obtained with the Titles viewpoint. This relatively low performance (58% of rules of 100% confidence extracted using all the gas levels) can be explained both by the higher sparseness and by the higher diversity of the data related to this viewpoint. Nevertheless, it is compensated by the much better extraction efficiency, as compared to the symbolic model. Moreover, in the case of this viewpoint, the extracted rules have an average support which is higher than the average support of the overall rule set (see Table 3 and Fig. 10 ).
Even if no rule selection is performed when the extraction algorithm is used with its optional step, the main advantage of this version of the algorithm, as compared to a classical symbolic method, is the computation time. As a matter of fact, the computation time is significantly reduced, since our algorithm is class-based. Moreover, generally speaking, the lower the generalization level, the more specialized will be the classes, and hence, the lower will be the combinatory effect during computation (see Fig. 6 ,7,8, 9 and 10). Another interesting result is the behaviour of our extraction algorithm when it is used without its optional step. Fig. 7 shows that, in this case, a rule selection process that depends on the generalization level is performed: the higher the generalization level, the more rules will be extracted. We have already done some extension of our algorithm in order to search for partial rules. Complementary results showed us that, even if this extension is used, no partial rules will be extracted in the low level of generalization when no optional step is used. This tends to prove that the standard version of our algorithm is able to naturally perform rule selection. Our second experiment consists in extracting rules using the intercommunication mechanism between the Use and the Advantage viewpoints. The communication is achieved between the original gas of each viewpoint, and furthermore, between the same levels of generalization of each viewpoint (see Fig. 5 ). For each single communication step the extraction algorithm is applied is a bidirectional way. Some examples of extracted rules are given hereafter:
Natural oil (Advantages) → Drilling fluid (Use) (supp = 8, conf = 100%) The results of our multi-viewpoint experiment are similar to the ones of our single viewpoint experiment (see Table 3 ). A rule selection process is performed when the standard version of our algorithm is used. The maximum extraction performance is obtained when viewpoint-based Recall and viewpoint-based Precision viewpoint are used (see Algorithm A2). 
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a new approach for knowledge extraction based on a MultiGAS model, which represents itself an extension of the Neural Gas model relying on the MDVA paradigm. Our approach makes use of original measures of unsupervised Recall and Precision for extracting rules from gases. Thanks to the MultiGAS model, our experiments have been conduced on single viewpoint classifications as well as between multiple viewpoints classifications on the same data. They take benefit of the generalization and the inter-gas communication mechanisms that are embedded in the MVDA paradigm.
Even if complementary experiments must be done, our first results are very promising. They tend to prove that a clustering model, as soon as it is elaborated enough, represents a natural candidate to cope with the related problems of rule inflation, rule selection and computation time that are inherent to symbolic models. One of our perspectives is to more deeply develop our model in order to extract rules with larger context like the ones that can be obtained by the use of closed set in symbolic approaches. Another interesting perspective would be to adapt measures issued from information theory, like IDF or entropy, for ranking the rules. Furthermore, we plan to test our model on a reference dataset on genome. Indeed, these dataset has been already used for experiments of rule extraction and selection with symbolic methods. Lastly, our extraction approach can be applied in a straightforward way to a MultiSOM model, or even to a single SOM model, when overall visualization of the analysis results is required and less accuracy is needed. New rules: rules that are found at a given level but not in the preceding ones. Symbolic loop limit: number of loops used by a symbolic approach for extracting the rules. Only peculiar rules are extracted with this version of the algorithm. In this case, a rule selection process that depends on the level of generalization is performed: the higher the level of generalization, the lower will be the selection. The good performances of the respective 50(G) and 31(G) levels are also highlighted with this version of the algorithm (see fig. 3 for a comparison with the other version of the algorithm). Fig. 9 . Rule extraction results for the Patentees viewpoint. The 49(G) level can be considered as an optimal level since it provides the best compromise between the percentage of extracted rules (92% of all the rules) and the computation complexity (41 loops). Nevertheless, if the percentage of extracted rules is considered as prior to the computation complexity, the 31(G) should be considered as a more optimal level: all the rules are extracted using 61 loops. The decrease of the rules extraction performance for high generalization levels is due all together to the specific indexation characteristics of this viewpoint (the average number of indexes per document is near to 1), to the initial gathering effect of the winner-takes-most NG learning strategy, to the further effect of the generalization process and to the rule extraction strategy based on the distribution of single properties. Hence, when generalization is performed, the documents described by combination of indexes that have been initially gathered into the same classes by the initial learning strategy will be spread into specific classes. In such a way, the distribution of single properties into the classes will become more heterogeneous for intermediary generalization levels than for the initial level. , this level provides a very good extraction efficiency (Efficiency factor=76 and 3619 loops) as compared to the symbolic model. The high rule computation complexity of the first gas level (optimal level), as compared to the next generalization levels, is due both to the sparseness of indexation of the Titles viewpoint and to the gathering effect of the winner-takes-most NG learning strategy (see also fig. 6 concerning that point). Hence, when data distribution is sparse, this learning strategy tends to gather the data into a few number of classes, letting some other classes empty. This effect will increase significantly the complexity of rule computation on the original level since non empty classes will have relatively heterogeneous descriptions. It should be noted that this complexity will be reduced at intermediary steps of generalization since unrelated data will be spread into different classes by the generalization process.
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